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Abstract
Underwater camera systems are otten used to gain a better understanding of fish
behaviour in relation to fishing gear prior to conducting gear modifications. Although the
use of camera systems enables researchers to identify roundfish, their use has becn
unreliable in identifying flatfish to the species leveL The high-definition self-contained
underwater camera system developed in this study enabled flatfish to be identified to the
species level with a high degree of certainty, something not previously capable of
traditional camera systems. In this study. ill sitll underwater eamera observations were
conducted to observe and quantify the relationship between yellowtail flounder (Umaflda
jerfllgillea) behaviour and demersal trawls. A series of novel statist ical tests were applied

to evaluate hypotheses related to orientation, behaviour, residence time, and fate of an
individuaL These behavioural observations will fonn the basis for future trawl designs
that incorporate improvements in catch efliciency and may reduce ecological impact.
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C hapter I . Introductio n a nd Overvi ew

1.1 Newfoundland Yellowtail Flounder Industry

The yellowtail flounder (Limallda ferruginca; here aller nam(.'d yellowtail) fisheries,
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO) Division 3LNO, on the Grand Bank
off Newfoundland became commercially important in 1965 (1800 tons; Pitt, 1970) and by
the carly 1970s, the landing values had risen by 10-fold (Walsh et aI., 2006; Maddock
Parsons, 2009; Brodie et aI., 2010). After these record highs, landings dropp(:d
significantly by the early 1990s and NAFO declared a moratorium on the fisheries in
1994. Due to the rapid improvements in the stock over the next 3 years, the fishery reopened in August. 1998. Fishery Productlntemational (FPI), a vertically integrated local
company, operatt.'d the Newfoundland yellowtail industry up until 2007 when Ocean
Choice International (OC I) purchast.'d the majority share of the company. OCl, like FPI,
has over 90% of the Canadian yellowtail and plaice fishery quota. Today, OCI operates a
fleet of four 24-hour offshore factory slt:rn trawlers «SOm) fishing annually on the Grand
Bank from September to June (voluntary closure during spawning season). This small
mouth pleuront:etid is the only Grand Bank groundfish stock that has recovered after
being placed under moratorium. This occurred when its relative biomass excet.'dt.'d the
precautionary reference level (B/Bmsy > I, Fig l.l; Brodie et aI., 20 I 0). In 20 I0, the
recovered yellowtail stock of Grand Bank was the 31<1 largest groundfish industry in
Newfoundland (10,885 tons at 3.5 million dollars) and made up over half of all of
Canada's total flatfish landings (OFO, 2010).

American plaice (Hippoglos.widcs plarcssoides; here after nanwd plaice), a species often
lound in hi!;h concentrations with larger yellowtail, was abo placed undcr a fisheries
moratorium together with cod (Gadus morhua) and witch flounder (Glyploc('phalus
cyfloglos.\'!/s) during the mid 1990s and all are stifl undt.'T moratorium. As such, the Grand

Bank yellowtail fishery has a strictly enforcc<l plaice annual bycatch limit of 15% of its
16,500 ton quota. TIle industry uses a number of methods to reduce hycatch, including a
larger codend mesh size than legally rcquin:d and avoiding habitats of hi!;h
concentrations of non-targctc<l species. However, avoidance of plaice commonly results
in high catches of smaller, less valuable yellowtail (28 - 35cm; NAFO minimum legal
size is 28cm), which arc shipped to China for procl:ssing, taking valuable rcvenucs from
the Newfoundland economy. Avoidance of plaice also leads to increased fuel costs and
loss of valuable fishing time while steaming in search of fishing grounds with fewer
plaice. High catches of smaller marketable yellowtail further exasperates the problem, as
they lake longer to process while at sea. With the price of fuel increasing and bycatch
restrictions on plaice and cod still in place, the efliciency and sustainability of the
industry is of high importance to OCI, who now have Marine Stewardship Council
certification for the yellowtail fishery and arc investigating innovative trawling systems
that are more species-and size- selective.

1,2 Fish Reha\'iour in Relation to Oemersal Trawls
Fish reaction to demersal bottom trawls is commonly obsented and interpretc<l in each of

the three trawl path zones: I) pre-trawl zone, ahead o f the trawl doors, 2) herding zone,
between the doors and the mouth of the trawl, and 3) capture zone, after entrance into the
trawl (Fig. 1.2; Godo, 1994; Walsh, 1996; review by Winger et al., 2010a). In each zone
fish arc either a) in the trawl path (i.e., area between the wings of the trawl net) with a
high chancc of catchability, b) in the SWL'CP path (i.e., area swept by the doors and ground
wires) with a lower but still significant chance of calchabi lity, o r e) outside o f the traw l
and SWL'Cp path with a minimal chance of eatchability. The remainder of this thesis wi ll
focus on zone 2 - fish behaviour between the doors and mouth of the traw l. For an in
depth review of the entire capture process, please see earlier valuable reviews by Wardle
(1983; 1986; 1993), Laevastu and Favorite (1988), Eng3s (1994), Goda (1994), G lass and
Wardle (1995), and Winger el al. (20 1Oa).

Roundfish sueh as cod and haddock (Melanogrammlls aeglefinis) in zone 1 react visually
to the doors and ground wires in a 'fountain manoeuvre' (Fig 1.3; Hall et al., 1986;
Wardle, 1993). Keeping visual contact with the 'threat', individuals in the sweep path
either swim into the trawl path (enter zone 2) and increase their chance of capture; or
swim to the outside of the doors and escape. Once inside the doors (zone 2), individuals
typically swim toward the trawl mouth keeping visual contact with the sand clouds and
ground wires until the wi ngs of the trawl come into sight. Here the 'fountain manoeuvre'
occurs for a second time and depending on the position of the fish in relation 10 the sweep
path, some individuals escape over or under the ground wires while others arc herded
closer to the trawl mouth (Wardle, 1993; Winger et al., 2010a). Roundfish have oc'Cn
found to swim in fron t orthe mouth of the trawl, keeping pace with the traw l before either

escaping between the footgear, rising over the top of the trawl or entering into the trawl
(for example; Beamish, 1966; 1969; Main and Sangster, 198 [; Main and Sangster, 1983),
Several extrinsic and intrinsic factors arc known (or suspected) to atlt.'ct the expression of
this behaviour, including ambient light intensity (G[ass and Wardle, 1989; Walsh and
Hickey, [993), water temperature (Inoue et aI., 1993; Winger, 2004), fish density (Gado
et aI., 1999; Jones ct aI., 2008), lish size (Walsh, 1992; Peake and Farrell, 2004),
motivational state (Mohr, 1971; Skaret et aI., 2005), physio[ogieal condition (Martinez et
aI., 2002; 2003) and previous experience with lishing gear (Hunter and Wisby, 1964;
Brown and Warburton, [999),

Flatfish, however behave very dilTerently compared to round fish. Flatfish tend to stop
moving when they detect a 'threat' and react to the 'threat' after ncar-contact (Ryer,
2(08), suggesting that avoidance behaviour in the pre-trawl zone (i,e., zone 1) may be
mini mal for flatfish. Main and Sangster (1981) described the herding of flatfish in zone 2
as secn in Figure 1.4 (sec reviews by Ryer, 2008; Winger et aI., 2010a). [ndividuals
would react to the gear (doors, sand clouds, and ground wires) at a 90 0 degree angle,
move away and either settle again inside zone 2 or be over taken by the gear and (."Seape
(Ward[e, 1983; Ryer and Barnell, 2006). F[atfish require sumcient endurance to be
herded into the trawl path and need to a) swim at a speed greater than the spt..x:d and angle
of the gear, and b) maintain a distance in front of the gear. The individual's size, choice of
gait (i.e., cruising, kick and gliding), and environmcntal conditions such as temperature,
all affect endurance and the probability that a nat fish can be successfully herded (Winger
et aI., 1999; Winger, 2004). Smaller flatfish arc often unable to maintain the speed needed

to stay in front of the gear long enough to move into the trawl path, resulting in the gear
overtaking them and the small flatfish escaping (Wa[sh, [991). Small fish that arc already
close to the trawl path (i.e. first interact with the lower ground wires) have a shorter
dista nce to move into the trawl path than those who interact with the doors, and therefore
have a greater chance of successfully being herded. Large individuals gcnerally have
enough endurance to be herded into the trawl path. F[atfish tend to swim close to the
seabed in the mouth of the trawl (Ryer and Barnett, 2006) and up to 5 m in front of the
trawl (Walsh and Hickey. 1993; Albert et aI., 2003; Winger et al.. 2(04). Residence time
for flatfish is generall y short (Main and Sangster. 1981), up to 18 s for Greenland halibut
(Albert et aI., 2003) and 2 - 12 s for flatfish in the northern Pacific (Bublitz. (996), before
they escape under the footgear or enter low into the trawl (Bublitz, (996)

Understanding the differences in behaviours and morphology of coexisting species can
lead to a more species- and size- specific trawl that will eliminate certain bycatch and
target marketable sizes (He et aI., 2008; Winger, 2008). While the observation and
documentation of many commercial round fish speeiL'S behaviour has been extensive, the
species level research on flatfish capture behaviour in demersal trawls has been limited
due to the inability to identify species with certainty using underwater cameras (see
research from Beamish, 1966; 1969; Walsh and Hickey, 1993; Bublitz, 1996; Kim and
Wardle, 2003; Martinez et aI., 2011); with the exception of Albert et al (2003) who were
able to identify Greenland halibut (licit/ilardtiIiS hippog/ossoidcs) using underwater
cameras with lights.

1.3 Overview
The aim of this research was to first develop a camera system and methodology that can
identify flatfish to the species level with high certainty, and then to use this system to
explore the behaviour and the fate of yellowtail under commercial trawling conditions.
This research is the first step towards developing innovative trawl designs capable of
increased capture efficiency and reduced ecological impact (e.g., smaller, less valuable
yellowtail and bycatch of plaice) for the Newfoundland flatfish commercial fishery.

My first experimental chapter (Chapter 2) outlines the development and evaluation of a
new high definition (HO I 080i/720p) digital video system for observing fish behaviour in
relation to fishing gear. Under laboratory conditions, the performance of the new system,
as well as four similar camera systems used during the last decade, were compared. The
new system and the best performing standard camera system were also compared at-sea
by attaching them to the headline of an offshore ground fish trawl. Results showed that the
current HD camera system out performed traditional camera systems. The chapter eloses
with a discussion on the benefits and limitations of upgrading existing camera systems to
HD.

My second experimental chapter (Chapter 3) investigates the relationship between
yellowtail behaviour and a commercial bottom trawl on the Grand 8ank of
Newfoundland. The HO camera system, developed in chapter two, was used to observe
individuals entering the mouth of the trawl and then later quantified using The Observer

XT 10, I software. The main objective was to obsente the individuals in the mouth of the
trawl, just before the individual was caught or escaped). To observe their whole final
herding behaviour, only individuals that were observed to rise out of the seafloor until
they interacted with the trawl were included, A series of novel statistical tests were
applied to evaluate hypotheses related to orientation, behaviour, residence time. and fate
of an individual. Results showed after the initial reaction to the footgear, which was
dependant on the orientation of the individual on or in the substrate, the behaviour of the
individual in the trawl mouth dominated whether an individual fish was caught or escaped
(behavioural dependent selectivity). The chapter closes with a discussion on the
importance of fish behaviour on the capture process of demersal trawls.
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Figure 1.1 Relative biomass (biomass! biomass maximum sustainable yield; 8 /8 m• y) and
relative fishing mortality (tishing mortality! fishing mortality maximum sustainable yield;
F/Flllsy) estimates. The straight solid line indicates when B/ Bonsy or F/Fm,y equals I and the
dashed line indicates F/Fm,y

=

0.67. (Brodie et aL, 2010)

Figure 1.2 The three zones in the capture process. Pre-trawl zone (zone 1) is ahead of the
trawl doors, the herding zone (zone 2) is from the doors to the mouth of the trawl and the
capture zone (zone 3) is after an individual has entered the trawl. The doors and wires
create the sweep path, indicated by the dotted area. Individuals betwecn thcsc two sweep
paths have a high chance of being eaught. Individuals in the sweep path have a lower but
still

si~,'Tlificant

chance of being caught (Winger et aI., 2010a).
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Figure 1.3 The ' fountain manoeuvre' of round fish. The fish in Iront of the trawl have the
potential ofbcing herded and caught. Individuals in the sweep path will either tum around
the doors into the trawl path or tum out and escape. Individuals that turned into the trawl
path arc herded into the mouth or the trawl. The dotted line indicates the point at which
!ish visually react, firstly to the doors and secondly to the mouth of the trawl (Winger et
al. . 2010a).
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Figure 1.4 The behaviour of flatfish in the herding zone. Flatfish react to the ground wires
at a 90 0 degree angle, moving away and settling again until they interact with the footgcar
(Winger ct aI., 2004).
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Chapter 2. OUI With the Old, In With the New: Development and
Eva luation of a New High Definition (HD) Self-contained
Underwate r Camera System to Observe Fish and Fis hing

Cea rs l"Silll.
2.1 Int roduction
Commercial fishcri(."S in many developed countries receive regular scrutiny and
independent auditing to ensure sustainahle harvesting practices arc employed
Improvements in lishing gear tech nology have been widely adopted in an effort to fl:duce
unintended ecological impacts associated with fishing activity. Significant research
efforts have focused in particular on reducing bycateh (both observed and unobserved)
during the past couple of decades (Graham, 2010). While traditional species rcsource
surveys provide valuable inlomlUtion on abundance. distribution, and age composition;
they often are not focused on providing infomlation on fish behaviour in the capture
process and using this inlornlation to understand or COIT(.'Ct abundance indices. However
in modifying or dl"Signing new fishing gear to be used for resource surveys and
commercially. infomlUtion on the behavioural intemction betwecn the fish :md the gear,
e.g., where and how animals enter and escape from the fishing gear. and how other
spt.'Cies in the herding zone "flcct thl"Se behaviours arc both necessary and vital. [n
commercial operations, understanding the differences in behaviour and morphology of
coex isting spt.'Cies can lead to improved fishing gear designs that are both species- and
size- selective (e.g. Glass, 2000; He et aI., 2oo8; Winger, 2oo8). For example, since the

12

1990's Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) from a non-recovering stock otT the eastern US was
a bycatch issue for the region's haddock (Mclallogramnl1ls acglcfillus) fishery, leading to
a closure of the industry in 2005 and 2007 (Federal Register, 2005, 2007). Based on
previous camera observations at the entrance to the trawl (M ain and Sangster, 198 1;
Wardle, 1993) cod were found to dive when encountering a trawl whereas haddock wo uld
rise, automatically separating the two species. These differences in behaviour lead to the
design of the Eliminator tra wl, targeting haddock over cod and therefore resolvt.-d thc
bycateh problem (Beutel et aI. , 2008).

Various methods have becn dcveloped to gain a better understanding of finfish und
shellfish behaviour during the capture process by mobile and static fishing gears. These
include direct observation by SCUBA divers, manned submersihles, towed underwater
vchicles, hydrollcoutics. high frequency sonars, acoustic telemetry, and perhaps the most
common approach, self-contained undcrn'ater camera systems (sec reviews by Urquhart
and Stewart, 1993; Graham ct al.. 2004; Winger et aI., 2010a). Depending on the lishery
and application. these techniques can provide critical behavioural infonllation needed to
make inlonncd decisions about fishing gear modification. Graham et al. (2004) described
the recent advanccs in undenvater camera systcms used on demcrsul trawls and thc types
of cameras rcquiTL'<i in low light environments. Depending on the appl ication Hnd O(;etHl
light conditions, silicon-diode intensified target (SIT). chargc-coupled eamcras (CCD),
and their intensified versions (lS IT and ICCD), can all be us;..'<i with );ood success.

Due to the unique challcngl'S that occur with observing fish behaviour in situ with
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cameras, lor cxurnpIc attachment to mobile lishing gears, and the signiticantly lower light
levels, reseurehcrs havc had to tmde-olr image quality with the ability to sec the subjcet.
Camera resolution and pixel counts tend to be low in underwater cameras (320 - 700
horizontal lines, DeAlteris et aI., 1992; Milliken et aI., 1992: Bublitz, 1996; alia et aI.,
2000; Albert ct al., 2003: Yanase ct aI., 2009), limiting n:seareh

all

some individuul

spt"Cics which have low contrast with their background, lor example morphologically
similar fish species such as tlatfish, On rare occasions, observations can be made when a
!latfish species is geographically isolated from other flatfish spt"Cics (e.g. Godo et al.,
1(99). Howevcr, in most cases idcntification of Haltish to the species level hus been
difficult, forcing researchers to lump several species into a single '!latfish' category (sce
research from Beamish, 1966; 1969; Walsh and Hickey, 1993; Bublitz, 1996; Kim and
Wardle, 2003; Chosid et al., 2011), or drop a considerable number of observations
because of uncertainty (e.g. Albert et al., 2003).

High definition (HD 1080i1720p) cameras arc now widely used in both the lilm industry
and consumer electronics. Due to their generally poor pcrfonnance at low light
intcnsitit'S, their application in underwater usc has been limited; however advanccs in
Tt"Ccnt ycars have opcned up the opportunity to develop their potential usc lor studying
lish behaviour and fishing gear (Favaro et al.. 2( 11). The purpose of this study was to I)
develop a full HD camera system that could be easily mounted on a trawl during
commercial operations and be capable of separating morphologically similar species in
low contrast situations; 2) evaluate thc camera system under laboratory conditions with
previously used camera systems; and 3) to idcntify via video footage, yellowtail !lounder
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(Limanda jerruginca; here after named yellowtail) during commercial trawling
operations.

2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Camcra Systcm and Operatioll
The new camera system was built upon the working principles of tmditional sel fcontained underwater camera systems used in tishing gear research (e.g. Milliken et al..
1992: Legge, 1998; QlIa et al.. 2000). TIle basic system is separated into two parts: the
instrument housing which contains the electronics; and the periphemls. which inelude the
camera head and lighting fixture (Fig. 2.1). An interchangeable umbilical allows fo r
different cumera heads and lights to work with the same electronics set-up. Inside the
housing. the inner frame consists of a rclay system (Potter & Brumfield CNT Series) and
two 12-volt batteries. The original system used a standard definiti on (SO) Kongsberg
Osprey CCO camera head and a Hi8 Sony CCO-TR81 8 mm camcorder for recording
video. The new system incorpomtcs a 110 Splushcam Seutrex eumeru head. nanoFlash
HOiSO recorder (convergent-design.eom). and an AJA HOIOC2 HO-SDI to analog HO
converter (www.aja.eom).

The relay system delays the start of recording and cuts the power to the electronics after
the assigned time. The converter can be used with both the SO and HO, ullowing multiple
kinds of camems to be used. TIle nanoFlash records up to 280 mbps and identi fies the
correct mh ps needed by the video source. TIle nanoFlash records digitally onto two 64Gb

IS

compact flash disks allowing 164 minutes at the hight-'St mbps. An internal clock allows
you to synchronize the video's time stamp with other on board instrumentation such as
hydroacoustic gear monitoring sensors. TIle focus and mode of the camera head is
controlled by external software via a RS-232 connection.

The camera head and lighting fixture arc mounted in a protective cage (53.0 x 53.0 x 28.5
cm aluminum frame) with a multi-angle camera mount enabling the camera to be rotated
360 degrees, angled every 10 degrees (± 3 dcgrecs) depending on the desired ficld of
view. Lighting fixtures can also be mounted in the cage if needed. The cage is masked
with black tape to rt--duce light reflection on the camera lens.

2.1.1 ulb Trials
Controlled evaluations of the old and new camera systems were conducted in September
2010 at the Fisheries and Marine Institute's 22 m long flume tank in SI. 10hn's

(S(.'C

Winger et aI., 2006 for more details). A 3.0 m long Camera Resolution and Imagery
Board (CR IB) adapted from the 1951 USAF resolution test chart ( Dcpartment ofOefcnsc,
1959) was developed, consisting of a total of 72 bars ranging in width from 0.1 to 8.0 em
with each width repeated 3 times (Fig. 2.2). The CRIB was used to compare the quality of
the footage from 5 ditTcrcnt combinations of cameros and recording deviet-'S. These
included a standard definition camera and two moving state (i.e., tape based) recording
devices (Hi8 and MiniDV); standard delinition camera and two solid state recording
devices (SO and HD); and the high definition camera with the high definition solid state
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recording device (Table 2.1). While the intent of this comparison was not to include all
brands of products available on the market, it was however meant to be representati ve of
the typical equipment used in this

~icld

o f research.

Each experimental setup involved placing the respective emnera underwater at a distance
of 4.0 m vertically above the CRIB and recording the
devices.

~ootage

onto one of the recording

Care was taken to standardize the setup as well as minimize variation in

environmental conditions such as ambient light level, shadows, and water clarity. Four
frames were randomly captured from each experimental setup. The total number of bars
observt.-u and the thinnest group of bars (all bars of the same width that could be
identified) were recorded. One-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to compare
differences in bars observed between camera systems lollowed by Tukey's honestly
significant different (HSO) test for all-pailWise comparisons (p = 0.05).

2.2.3 Field Trials

Sea trials were conducted onnoard the commercial Ocean Choice International (OCI)
groundtish trawit:r, F/V Aqviq. on the southern part of the Grand Bank oft· eastern
Newfoundland in May and June 2010. The system was evaluated using bOlh the SO
Kongsberg Osprey CCO camera head and the HO Splashcam Seatrex camera head, both
installe<i in the protective cage with the video signal transferrct:l via the umbilical to the
recording housing where data wefe recorded onto the nanoFlash digital vidt.'O recorder.
Five successful tows were compicted in May using the SO Kongsberg Osprey CCO
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camera. placing the cage and camera on the a) trawl's headline looking toward the lower
belly and twtgear, b) on the wing looking

~eross

the mouth of the trawl 10 the other wing.

and c) straight down at the tootgcar. In June. live additional tows were completed with
fhe HO Splashcam Seatrex cameTil, where it was placed only on the trawl's headline
looking directly down at the footgear. In all cases. the camera systems were placed on the
first tow of the afternoon (Le. 12:00 - 15:00) in depths of (j0 - 80 m to optimize the
natural light.

rrior to mounting the camera on the trawl, thc instrument housing was opeJ1(:'d and the
batteries wcre conncetl"{1. At this time there was power to the camera head and the rclay
only. The camera was set to the intinite focus, 280 mbps (allowing a rccording time of
164 min) and lCR (Inrrared Cut-Filter) mode. The relays were set to the required start and
stop times. Thc elcctronics were thcn plnccd into the recording housing and it was senled.
The eamcru head was secured inside the protl"Ctive cage to prevent collision and damage.
The recording housing containing the electronics

WllS

secured to the trawl in a tightly

fitting bag made of polyethylene netting. 1.5 m from the cnmera and its protective cage.
Four 20.3 em diameter trawl noats were tied to the cage and housing \() achieve neutral
buoyancy and avoid any negative ellect on the geometry of the trawl.

Analysis of the video footage was later conducted at the laboratory using Noldus
Infonnation Technology, Observer XT 10.1 software (www.noldus.com). and viewed on
an HD IOSDp monitor. The !Ootage was divided into a grid of I 00 squares in the manner
similar to Albert et al. (2003). Only footage looking at the footgear from the headline was
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used to determine identification. A grid square was selectt:d from a list of randomly
generated numbers and while the footage was playing, the tirst individual lish in that
square observed rising from the seafloor until the individual intCTacted with the trawl was
us(.-d. AHer the observation (when the individual interacted with the trawl) the next grid
square was selected from the list of randomly generated numbers and the process was
repeated until the footage ended or it was impossible to identify individuals on or in the
substrate from the video. Individuals were eatcgoriscd as yellowtail (identified by thcir
fleshy lips and small mouth; Collette and Klein-MacPhee, 2002) or unidentified.

2,3 Results a nd Discussion

2.3.1 Camera System alld Operalion
TIle original camera system, using a HiS camcorder, consist(.-d of moving parts (Hi8 tapes,
tape tracks). TIle undenvater environmcnt in which this camera system was used is not
entirely compatible with this type of technology. While deploying the systcm, the
recording housing can ollen come into contact with the stem of the vessel (U ndenvood,
personal obsClVations) causing any components inside the system to be bumped ( Legge,
personal communications). The high definition camera system developed in this study
uses a recording device that is sol id state, using a memory card rather than a tape to
digitally r(.'COrd thc observations. Solid state reduces the chance of the r(."Cording device
stopping unexpectedly when bumped and eliminates the requirement to 'digitize' footage
upon return to the laboratory.
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Upon initial powering, many underwater cameras arc set to auto-focus as the default
setting by the manufacturers. In underwater environments, this feature ean cause the
camera to routinely go out of focus as it tries to focus on partieles in the water col umn
moving between the fishing gear and the camera. Out of focus footage increases the
difficulty in identifying individual fish, requiring extended time at sea to compensate for
the loss in usable footage. In contrast, the focus of the HD Spllshcam Seatrex camera
used in this study was ideal given that it could be set to inlinite prior to deployment, thus
stopping the CamL'fa from focusing solely on partieles in the water and increasing the
probability of getting valuable footage.

2.3.2 Lab Trials
Analysis of the flume tank vidco recordings of the CRIB showed variations in
perfonnanee level among the 5 eamera systems evaluated

(F(4.ls) =

140.898, P < 0.001).

The number of bars observed increased as the camera SystL'I1l improved in technology
(Fig. 2.3). The original system (standard definition Kongsbcrg Osprey CCD camera with
a Hi8 recording device) observed an average of 68% of the bars (49 out of 72 bars).
Using the same standard definition (S D) eamera with a newer recording device (MiniDV)
produced a modest improvement in the percentage of bars observed (71 %; 51 out of 72
bars) but this difference was not statistically significant (p > 0.05; Table 2.2). The
conversion to digital solid state recording devices significantly improved image quality to
79% of bars observed (56.75 out of 72 bars; p < 0.05), however the usc of a SD or HD
solid slate recording device did nol significantly influence image quality (79% for both, p
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> 0.05). The HD camera system significantly outperfonned the other camera systems and

was the only camera system to observe over 80% of the bars (89%: 64 out of 72 bars).
The high definition camera with the HO digital solid state recording device observed 10%
more bars than the SO camera with either of the solid state recording devices (89% and
79% rcspectively; p < 0.05) and over 20% more bars than the original system (S9% and
6S% respectively; p < 0.05).

The minimum bar width observed also improv<.'<i with the camera technology (Fig. 2.4).
The original eamera system (S O + HiS) as well as its immediate suec<.'Ssor (SD +
MiniOV) were able to detect bar widths of 0.9 cm whereas the solid st"te recording
devices with the same camera were able to detcct smaller widths (SO solid state recording
device = 0.7 em; HD rt:eordingdeviee = 0.6 cm). The high definition emnera system (HO

+ HO) by comparison was consistently able to detect bar widths of 0.4 cm, outpcrfomling
all othcr systems. Howevcr these results occurred under optimum conditions and werc not
subjected to low light levels and moving watcr as found in undcT\vater cnvironments.
Even with the challenges of real time footage, it is expected that the high definition
camera system should out pcrfonn the origin,,] camera system and that using a solid slate
rt:eording dcvicc would be an improvement, for in situ measurements of fish and fishi ng
gears.

1.3.3 Field Trials
Noticeable diflcrcnces in image Quality were observed among the video camera systems
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when mounted on the headline of a bottom trawl (Fig. 2.5). Frame A shows a still frame
from video collected using the SO Kongsberg Osprey CCO l:aml:ra and HiS recording
device (S O + Hi8) collected more than a decade ago (Legge, 1998). Frame B and C show
still frames collected during this study, including the same SO Kongsberg Osprey CCO
camera connected 10 the HO solid state recording dl:vice (S O + HO; Frame B), and finally
the HO Splashcam Seatrex camera connected to the HO solid state recording device (H D

+ HO; Frame C). Caution is advised when comparing the frames as the images were
w lh::cted from different tows and in onc case a diflerent year (i.e .. Frame A).
Nonetheless, the comparison illustrates the evolution in image qual ity with technological
improvements over time and suppons the empirical observations from the lab trials (see
above). In the preliminary behavioural studies (see chapter 3). successful identilication of
yellowtail (to the species level) was accomplished 72% of the time (72 out of 100 fish)
when using footage from the HO solid state camera system compared to only 46% of the
time (23 out of 50 fish) when using footage from the SO solid state camera system,
represen ting a significant improvl:ment in undcrwater camera systems. A small amount of
observations were recorded lor the SO solid state eamera system because only 50
individuals were observed rising from the seafloor due 10 footage being out of focus.

As a result of these improvements, high delinition (HO) cameras can now be us(''(\ in the
liekl of fish capture research due to teehnil:al adva nces in thcir minim um illumination
levels. Several of the more common Iypes of self-contained underwater camera systems
(as used in Castro et aI., 1992; Weinberg and Munro. 1999: Albert ct aI., 2003) have
lower minimum illumination levels than the high definition camera system dl'Scribed
22
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here, and are currently better alternatives for very low light environments and night
observations (Fig. 2.6). [t is anticipated that in the next lew years the technological
improvements seen in CCD cameras from 1993-2004 (Graham et aI., 2004; Fig. 6), such
as increasing minimum illumination levels from 1 lux (the slime liS the high definition
camera) to 10-4 lux, will also occur in HD camera systems. However. unti l these
developments occur and pennit high definition technology to be used in very low light
observations, current high definition eamcra systcms will still require independent
illumination for dllrk undcrwater environments.
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Table 2.1 Description of the original and new experimental eamera systems evaluatctl under laboratory conditions in the Marine
Institute flume tank. Kongsberg is the Kongsberg OE 1367 CCD model and Splashemn is the Splashemn SeaTrex HD.
Set.up

Pixel size Camera

Original

640x4S0

Kongsberg

Experimental I 640x4S0
Experimental2 640x4S0
Expcrimcntal3

Recording Device

Recording Device Model

HiS Handyeam

SonyCCD.TRSl

Kongsberg

MiniDV Handyeam

Sony DCR·HC42

Kongsberg

SO digital solid state

).lAVR H.264x4

Converter

12S0x720 Kongsberg

AlA HDlOC2

HD digital solid state

Convergent Design nanoFlash

Expcrimental4 12S0x720 Splashcam

AlA HDIOC2

HD digital solid state

Convergent Design nanoFlash
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Table 2.2 Paired comparisons of the mean number of bars detected by the dill"erent
camera systems. The values indicate the difference between two compart!d means ().tl-

Hi8
MiniDV

MiniOV

SO + SO

SO + HO

2.00

SO + SO

7.75*

5.75*

SD+ HO

8.00*

6.00*

0.25

HO + HD

15.00*

13.00*

7.75*

* significant diflcrencc (Tukcy tcst,p < 0.05)

2S

7.00*

Figure 2.1 The individual components of the high definition (HD) sclf-contuined
underwuter emnem system developed at the Fisheries and Marine Institute of Memorial
University. The inside oflhe instrument housing (depth-rated to 1500m) consists ofu) the
programmable relay system; h) two 12-volt butteries; e) RS-232 eonm:etion; d) SDtHD
converter and e) a nanoFlash digital recorder. Also illustrah:d arc f) the HD Splasheam
Seatrex camera head; and g) the interchangeahle LED lights (red, infrared und white).
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Figure 2.2 The Camera Resolution and Imagery Board (CRIB) adapt<."() from the 1951
USAF resolution test ehart (Department of Defense, 1959), consisting of 72 black bars
ranging in width from 0.1 - 8.0 em to test the image quality of the underwater camera
systems.
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Figure 2.3 The median percentage of total bars observed (out of 72) fOf the 4 frames of
eaeh eamera system (camera + n:cording device). The five camera systems include, the
standard definition (SD) camera and a HiS recording device, SO camera and a MiniOV
recording device, SO camera and a SO solid state recording device, a SO camera and a
high dctinilion (1-10) solid state ft'Cording device, and a HD camera plus a HD solid state
recording device. The boxes fepresent the range of percentages observed, with the median
indicated by a black line.
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Figure 2.4 Guaranteed minimum bar widths (all frames observed three bars) each camera
system observed when the CRIB was 4.0 m undt:rwatcr from the camera. The five camera
systems include, the standard definition (SO) camera and a HiS recording device. SO
camera and a MiniOV recording device. SO camera and a SO solid state r,""Cording
device, a SO camera and a high detinition (HD) solid state recording device. and a HD
camera plus a HO solid state recording device.
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A)

B)

C)

Figure 2.5 Still frames collected from three different camera systems used on the Grand
Banks of Newfoundland. Frame A was collected from the SD

Cllillcra

and Hi8 recording

device in 1998 (Legge 1998). Frame B was from the SO camera and Frame C from the
new HD camera, both recorded using the HD recording device in 2010.
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Figure 2.6 Minimum illumination levels for various eamera types. Updated from Graham
et a1. (2004) to include high definition cameras. The solid lines are the camera minimum
illumination in 1993 ; dashed lines indicate minimum illumination in 2004 and the dotted
!int.'S indicate the current minimum illumination.
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Chapter 3. If Nemo

Was

a

Flatfish.. .

Would

He

' Just

Keep

Swim mi ng?': Behaviour of Yellowtail Flounder (Lill/undu

!errug;'leu) In the Mouth of a Commercial Bottom Traw l.
3. 1 Introduction
In recent years. demersal trawl fish(''Tics in devc1op(.'ti countries have mov(.'ti toward more
sustainable harvesting practices, which include among other things, the avoidance of
areas with high concentrations of non-targeted spcci(.'S and modilieation to bottom trawl
designs to be more species- and size- selecti ve (see review by Graham, 2010). With the
advancements in technology, underwater camera systems arc now commonly used as pan
of the fishing gear development cyele to observe fish capture behaviour as a means of
scpamting bycateh and targeted species during the hurvesting process (Winger ct aI.,
2006; He ct ul.. 2OOS). In many cases, the behaviour ofroundlish has been documented to
the individual species level (Beamish, 1966; 1969; Main and Sangster, 1983; Beutel et aI.,
200S; He et al., 2008) whereas the behaviour of flatfish tends to be grouped together due
to the inability to identify species with certainty using underwater cameras (sec research
from Beamish. 1966; 1969; Walsh and Hickey, 1993; Bublitz, 1996; Kim and Wardle,
2003; Chosid et aI., 2011). One exception is that of Alben ct al. (2003) who were able to
identify Greenland halibut (Rein}wrd/ills hippoglossoid('s) with the usc of underwater
cameras and lights.

The evolution of previous studies on fish behaviour in relation to bottom trawls have
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moved from an in-depth qualitative description of the behaviour (sec for example: Main
and Sangster, 1981; Main and Sangster, 1983; God" et aI., 1999) to quantifying the
behaviour by percentage (Walsh and Hickey, 1993). While, attempts at mathematical
modelling of fish behaviour related to trawling operations has been ust:d throughout the
evolution of previous studies (Foster, 1969; Dickson, 1993a; 1993b; Kim and Wardle.
2003), the absence of rigorous st::ltistic::II treatment of trawl induced fish behaviour studies
has been noteworthy.

F1::Jtfish studies have observed density, size and species selectivity in the herding zone
(Walsh, 1992; GodIJ et aI., 1999). However, once the individual is in the trawl path and
rC::Icting to the footgear, it is unclear what factor or factors ::Ire more important in the
footgear selectivity (if an individual ese::lpL>d or W::lS caught). This study concentrated on
the fish capture process of yellowtail flounder (Limullda jern/gil/co; here after named
yellowtail) in the mouth of the trawl with the following objectives; I) to document any
evidence of previous hcrding and the effects of herding on an individu::ll's behaviour, 2)
quantify trawl-induced behaviour, 3) calculate the residence time of yellowtail, and 4)
investig:ilc if density and size arc main factors (i.e. when modelled with substratc type,
individual behaviour, and gait) in footgear selectivity. Such background knowledge is
needed when designing new species- and size- spL'Citie bottom trawls for the
Newfoundland Ilatlish fishery.
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J.2 l\1 ethods and Mate rials
To adequately dOl:ument and investigate the behaviour of yellowtail in the mouth of a
bottom trawl, a new high definition (HD) self-contained underwater camera system was
developed (see chapter 2 for more infonnation). The system was built upon the working
principles of traditional self-contained underwater camera systems used in fishing gear
rescarl:h (e.g. Milliken et <11., 1992: Legge, 1998; Olla et aI., 2000), hUI with added
improvements in image quality and digital recording. I'rcvious research has indicated
mixed reviews on the eHects of lights in behavioural studies (Glass and Wardle, 1989;
Walsh and Hickey, 1993; Weinberg and Munro, 1999) and therefore artificial lights were
not used with the cutTent camera system to reduce potential behavioural variation from
the lights. III silll observations were conducted onboard the Ocean Choice International
(OC I) ground fish trawler, FIV Aqviq, on the southern section of the Grand Bank otT
eastern Newfoundland in June 2010 (Fig. 3.1). The eamcrol system was placed on the
headline of a 2-bridle, 2-seam bottom trawl known as the Goldentop (Fig. 3.2) such that
the field of view covered the first lower belly and the midsection of the lOotgear (52.5 em
rockhopper rubber discs with 20 em spacers) as shown in Figure 3.3. Observations of
tlatfish from five fishing tows (over 12 hours of footage) were collected at depths of
approximately 65 - 85 m with bottom temperatures ranging from 0.6 - 1.2 C. Towing
speeds varied from 1.5 - 1.7

III S· I

(average of3 knots) and tow durations varied from 2 -

3 hrs. The first tow of each afternoon was used lor each video to optimize the natural
underwater light. Catch percentages of flatfish vari<..-d with each tow, ranging from 84 92% for yellowtail and 8 - 15% lor American plaice (Hippoglossoides pJaressoides: here
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after named plaice) (Table 3.1). Witch flounder (GI}pIOCephallls cynoglosslIs) was
present in one tow.

Analysis of the video footage was later conducted in the laboratory using Noldus
lnfonnation Technology, Observer Xl' 10.1 software (www.noldus.eom). The tootage
was divided into a grid of 100 squares on an HD 1080p monitor (Fig. 3.4) in the manner
similar to Albert et al. (2003). A grid square was selected from a list of randomly
generatcd numbers and while the footage was playing, the bchaviour sequence of the first
individual tish in that square observed rising from thc seabed until it cithcr cntcred the net
or passed underneath thc footgear was uscd. Aftcr that scquenee was tinished the next
grid squarc was selected trom the list of randomly generat(.-d numbers and the process was
repeated until the footage ended or it was impossible to identify individuals on or in the
substrate from the video. The behavioural sequence of 190 individuals was included in
the analysis.

Eight behavioural variables were coded for cach tish according 10 pre-delcmlined
categorics (Table 3.2) in the manner similar to previous behavioural studies of Ihis type
(e.g., Walsh and Hickey, 1993; Albert ct al., 2003 ; Piasente et aI., 2004). Thc eight
behavioural variables recorded werc: species, lcngth, substrate type, oricntation on or in
thc substrate, gait, start trawl mouth behaviour, end trawl mouth behaviour, find trawl
interaction; with each observation coded into a eight digit number. Individuals were
categorised as yellowtail (identified by their fleshy lips and small mouth; Collctte and
Klein-MaePh(.'C, 2002) or unidcntifk-d. Fish lcngth was estimatcd based on the known
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dimensions of footgear components (one rockhopper disc and spacer was 30 cm) within
the field of view. Individuals were estimated as larger or smaller than 30 em, the
reference length, at the time the individual was closest to the footgear. Individuals unable
to be classified by length using this manner were groupt:d as 'unidentified.' The
orientation of the individual on or in the substrJte was reeordt:d at the start of the
observation (before the individual rose from the seabed). After leaving the seabed,
swimming behaviour was classified into six categories (Trawl Mouth Behaviours; Table
3.2). Many individuals exhibilt:d a second trJwl mouth behaviour following the initial
swimming reaction atter being disturbed (herded) from the seabed. 80th an individual's
start and end behaviour were combined to describe the trawl mouth behaviour sequence. 1
modelled the lOotgear selectivity of individual fish as a binomial variable (caught or
escaped). The fate of each individual (escaped or captured) was further separated into six
trawl interactions (Table 3.2).

In addition to the eight variables mentioned above, residence time, start and end density
of fiatfish, and location of an individual in rclation to the lOotgear were estimated. The
time, in seconds, from when an individual rose from the seabed until it passed over or
under the footgear was recorded as the residence time (sometimes referred to as
endurance in the literature). Flatfish densities (estimated number of flatfish in the video
frame. including unidentified fiatfish species) were recorded at the start (start density) and
end (end density) of each observation. Location of an individual in relation to the footgear
was recorded at the start of the observation and was categorized into thn:e groups.
Individuals rising from the seabed within 2 squares either side of the centre of the
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!ootgear were categorized as in the 'middle' of the trawl path. Individuals rising from the
seabL-d greater than 2 squares to the port side or starboard side of the footgear were
classified as 'port' and 'starboard' respectively (Fig. 3.4).

3.2.1 Hypothesis Testing
Four hypotheses were evaluatL-d in this study. The first hypothesis, to determine if the
orientation of yellowtail on or in the substrate was dependent on their location in the
mouth of the trawl or their start trawl mouth behaviour, the orientation was tested for
uniformity (randomness) with the Rayleigh test using Oriana version 3.0. Secondly, to
detemline if the start trawl mouth behaviour of a yellowtail was dependent on fish length,
start density, or substrate type, a multinomial logistic regression mode! (MLR) was
carried out using SPSS version 17.0. Third[y, to detennine if the residence time of a
yellowtail was dependent on fish length, start density, substrate type, gait. or start trawl
mouth behaviour, a General Linear Model (GlM) approach was carried out using R
version 2.[2. Fourthly, to detemlinc if the footgear selectivity of yellowtail was
dependent on fish length, end density, substrate type, gait, or end behaviour, a
Generalized Linear Model (GzLM) with binomial error and was carried out using R
version 2.12 to statistically test the hypothesis. To graphically represent the fate of an
individual, mu[tiple correspondence analysis plots were used. All modcls with the
predictor variable ' length' had the sample size reduced to 150 individuals, i.e. the
'unidentified' lcnk>th sub-category was removed.

J7

3.3 Res ults

3.3.1 Orientation Hypothesis

Orientation of yellowtail on or in the substrate varied depending on which side of the
trawl mouth the individual was originally observed (Fig. 3.5) and was found to be nonrandom. i.e., significantly clustered, for each of the three categories (p < 0.001, Table
3.3a). Individuals on the port sidc of thc trawl mouth were mainly (53%) oriented in a
direction facing toward the middle of the trawl path, area hetween the wings of the trawl
net (i.e., starboard ± 45°; Fig. 3.5a). Individuals on the starboard side were similarly
(59%) oriented toward the trawl path (i.e., port ± 45°; Fig. 3.Sb). However, individuals in
the middle of the trawl mouth showed no obvious directional pattcrn, other than away
from the immediate thrcat of the trawl behind them (i.e. facing in all directions away from
the trawl; Fig. 3.Sc). Start behaviour (initial behaviour upon rising ITom the seabed)
seemed to be dependent on the orientation of the individual on or in the substrate (Fig.
3.6). Individuals who started swimming across the trawl path (Fig. 3.6a) werc 87% of the
timc, already orientated in that direction (Swim Across; ± 45°; P < 0.001, Table 3.3b).
Individuals who rose horizontally (Horizontal Rise; p < 0.001, Table 3.3b) or swam close
to the seabed (Swim near Seabed; p < 0.001, Table 3.3b) were over 95% of the time
facing the vessel (± 45°; Fig. 3.Sb-c). On the other hand, individuals who rose vertically
Irom the seabed displayed no preference to oricntation (Rise Vertically; p
3.3b; Fig. 3.6d).

=
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J.].2 Trawl Mowh Behaviour /-Iypothesis
Four of the six trawl mouth behaviours of yellowtail (Table 3.2) were observed as
primary behaviours upon rising from the seabed (Fig. 3.7a). Out of the potential 36
combinations of the six start and end behaviours which fonned a trawl mouth sequence,
II trawl mouth sequences were observed (Fig. 3.7d) with 57% of yellowtail changing
their behaviour in response to herding during the sequence. Most yellowtail (59%)
initially swam across the trawl path with over half of those individuals changing their
swimming behaviour. A third (31 %) of yellowtail initially swam elose to the seabed. of
which over 78% of those, changed their swimming behaviour during the trawl mouth
sequence. Only 4% of individuals initially swam horizontally, of which 67% of thl."Tll
changed their behaviour to rise vertically. Individuals that initially rose vertically (6%)
never changed their behaviour. The MLR (Model 2) results showed that none of the
predictor variables (fish length, start density and substrate type) were important in
explaining the variation in the start trawl mouth behaviour of yellowtail (p > 0.05; Table
3.4a).

The tmwl mouth behaviour sequences (start and end behaviours combined) of yellowtail
were unable to be statisticall y analysed due to the limited sample size. However,
quantitative data suggests a difference in the trawl mouth s(:quenees employed by large
and small individuals (Fig. 3.7e-f). Small individuals who were observed initially
swimming ncar the seabed more often stayed close to the seab<..-d than large individuals
(28% and 18%, respc<:tively). Large individuals were more likely to change from
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swimming near the seabed to swimming across the trawl mouth (>50%; Fig. 3.7e-t). A
quaner (25%) of small individuals that initially rose horizontally away from the seabed
when disturbed changed their swimming behaviour to rise vertically (Fig. 3.7e) whereas
50% of large individuals that rose horizontally changed their behaviour to rise vertically
(Fig. 3.71).

3.3.3 Residence time Hypothesis

Residence time for yellowtail swimming in the trawl mouth varied from 0.8 - 31.9 s with
a mean of 3.9 ± SE 0.30 s (Table 3.5). The assumptions of homogenous and
independence of residuals in ModeJ I were not met (Table 3Ab) so Model I was
randomized, i.e. reordering observed data values, to remove the assumptions (Manly,
2007) with 5000 replicas as recommended by Adams and Anthony (199(j) (Table 3Ac).
The predictor variablL'S fish lenb>1:h, start dcnsity, substrate type, and gait type were not
important in explaining variation in residence times (n=150; p > 0.05) (ModeJ I, Table
3Ae). The only significant pn:dictor variable important in explaining variation in
residence timl'S was thc start trawl mouth behaviours (p < 0.05, Table 3Ac). Venical rise
behaviour had thc shortcst residence time of 1.1 ± SE 0.09 s while swimming ncar the
seabed behaviour had the longest residence time 01'4.6 ± SE 0.76 s (Table 3.5).

3.3.4 Selectivity Hypothesis

Escapement of individual yellowtail under the trawl footgear was observed in 37% of the
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150 observations (Table 3.6). The assumption lor nonnal residuals in Model 3 (Table
3.4d) was not met and therefore Model 3 was randomized with 5,000 replicas (Table
3.4e). The predicted variables, fish length, cnd density, and substrate type were not
important in explaining thc variation in trawl mouth selection of individual fish (p > 0.05;
Model 3,Tahle 3.4e). However, end behaviour and gait were significant in explaining
variation in the fate (escape or capture) of an individual (p < 0.05; Table 3.4e). All of
those individuals (100%) that ended their trawl mouth sequence (Fig. 3.8d) swimming
ncar the seabl-a escapl-a, compared to those individuals that rose horizontally or vertically
who almost always were caught (3% and 0% escaped, respectively; Table 3.6). Although
rare, one individual even rose vertically and eseapcd betwl'Cn the holseh line and the
roekhopper chain of the footgear, accounting for the 3% of escapement. Individuals
choosing to swim across the trawl path as their end behaviour were just as likely to escape
or be captured (54% and 46%, respectively). When the fate of an individual was
examine<! in relation to their physical contact with the trawl (overtaken, collide, seeking
escapement, or entering the trawl; Table 3.2) the choice of their end behaviour was
important to the final outcome (Fig. 3.8b,d). Individuals swimming ncar the seabed were
more likely to be overtaken by the footgear (55%; Table 3.6) than to collide with the gear
or actively escape. Most individuals (92%) that swam across the trawl mouth actively
escaped (49%), or actively swam into the trawl (43% actively caught Table 3.6).
Individuals that rose horizontally either actively swam into the trawl (47%) or were
ovcrtaken by the trawl and caught (50%), whereas 79% of individuals that rose vertically
actively swam into the trawl. A small percent (2%) of all yellowtail collided with the
footgear and csc3ped (Table 3.6; Figure 3.8e).
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3.4 Discussion
This study concentrated on the behaviour of yellowtail at the mouth of the trawl. I was
unable to investigate the behaviour prior to this area or once the individuals past the
[ootgear. However, previous studies have investigated these areas and so I draw from
these studies to support my findings. Flatfish are commonly herded perpendicular to the
ground wires, trawl bridles and footgear for short distances before they settle down on the
seabed. This 'swim then settle' behaviour can occur multiple times throughout the
herding process (Main and Sangster, 1981; Wardle, 1983; Ryer, 2008; Winger et aI.,
2010a). They appear to rcspond to a bottom trawl in a manncr analogous to a prt:datorprey interaction (Ryer and Barnett, 2006; Ryer, 2(08), Such an anti-predator strategy
would explain the on-bottom orientations [ observed on the port and starboard side of the
trawl as having been from yellowtail previously herded either in or ahead of the trawl
mouth. Greenland halibut also showed similar orientations (Albert et al. 2003) but to a
lesser extent then yellowtail , however, the amount of observations on orientations was
much lower than this study. Random orientations of yellowtai l in the bosum s(,'Ction
(middle) of the footgear appear to be a common herding response in many tlatlish (Walsh
and Hickey 1993; Albert et aL 2(03), J hypothesized that the start behavioural response
(herding) of llattish is a function of the direction they are orientated on or in the substrate.
Flatfish responsl'S St:<.'Ill to be limited to either moving away from the herding stimuli in a
straight line or rising vertically to rapidly avoid the stimuli. Hemmings (1973) and
Stickney et al. (1973) also obseTVl-d tlatlish moving away from the herding stimuli in a
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straight line, with Stickney ct al. (1973) concluding that the responses are due to the
morphology of fbttish.

This start take off swimming behaviour response to the approaching footgear was not
significantly influenced by length, start dcnsity. or substrate. Beamish ( 1966; 1969)
observed over half of flatfish (winter flounder (Pseudoplellrollec/es america/ills) tmd
American plaice (Hippoglossoides platcssoides» swimming toward the trawl wings, and
Walsh and Hickey ( 1993) also observed similar start behaviour movements across the
trawl path. However, 57% ofycllowtail then changed thei r start swimming behaviour, i.e.
their first reaction was to swim in the direction they were facing and then changed
behaviour while swimming. TIle cost of continuing one's behaviour changes over time
and if the cost increases, there is a drive for the animal to switch behaviours (Winger et
a1. 2010a; Ydcnberg and Di ll 1986). It is believed that the cost of staying in the initial
swimming behaviour would have resulted in yellowtail interacting with the threat, in this
case, the fOotgcar and therefore the change in swimming bchaviour occurred. These
swimming behavioural changL'S arc manifestations of the strong anti predator strategy and,
unfortunately, due to small sample sizes, the whole trawl mouth behaviour (start and end
behaviours combim:d) was unable to be analysed together.

The dillcrcnt start behavioural responses of yellowtail had a significant impact on the
individual's residence time (residence time hypothesis) and the selectivity of the footgear
(selectivity hypothesis). The residence times rangL-d from I to 40 s and arc comparable to
published residence timcs for flatfish: up to 18 s for Grecnland halibut (Albert ct aI.,
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2003) and 2 • 12 s for flatfish in the northern Pacific (Bublitz, 1996). However all
reported residence times were significantl y lower than the upper range 01'60 s reported by
Main and Sangster (1981) for flatfish off Scotland. This study was able to accurately
quantify the residence times of yellowtail to a tcnth of a second and the discrepancy may
simply be due to not having the sophisticated cameras and software that are available
today. What is striking about the residence times is that individuals choosing the vertical
rise behaviour, to rapidly avoid the trawl did so in I s on average while those individuals
who choose to swim near the substrate had the longest avcrage residence time at 5 s.
Flatfish swimming within one body length of thc substrate, will cxperiencc lcss drag and
require less energy to move away from the threat (Videler, 1993; Webb and Gerstner,
2OCHJ) than those swimming vertically. [n the current study, I observl.'<i that ncithcr fish
length, start density, substrate type, nor gait choice, significantly explainl.'<i variation in
residcnce timc. However, some of these prl.'<iictor variablcs havc had significant ctl'ects
on flatfish swimming capabilitics in the litcraturc. Laboratory studics invcstigating the
swimming capability of Ilatfish have reported both length·depcndent swimming
cndurancc (Winger ct al.. 1999) and lcngth·dcpcndcnt gait usc (Wingcr et aI., 2004) ..
These laboratory studies were conducted at low swimming speeds (- 0.3

III S· I),

comparable to thc herding sPCt.'<is o f trawl bridles, however, these relationships may not
havc held if thcy werc conducted at the higher velocities (- 1.5 m

S-I)

cxpcricnn.'<i by

individuals swimming in the trawl mouth. [n tenus of gait, Peake and Farrell (2006) and
Brecn et a1. (2004) suggested that fish may behaviourally choose to stop swimming rather
than to succumb to exh:mstioll, when there was a change in threat assessment. From the
camera position on the trawl's headline [did not observe if yellowtail continul.'<i to swim
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inside the trawl upo n entering, although previous studies (see for example, Main and
Sangster, 1981; He et aI., 2008) have observed flatfish swimming in the belly or codend
areas. Taken together, these observations support the thcory that flatfish may discontinue
swimming in the trawl mouth (in part) as a behavioural di..'Cision rather than simply
metabolic exhaustion (sec further discussio n by Winger et al., 2010).

Behaviour not only influences the residence time of an individual, it also influences the
selectivity of the footgear. Fish length and end density were less influential than gait or
behaviour on footgear selectivity. There were similarities in the footgear selectivity of
large yellowtail and Greenland halibut (Albert et aI., 2003), however their 20% esti mate
of small individual Greenland halibut escaping undcrneath the footgear was higher than in
this study. This difference is not entirely unexpt.'Cted as undctWater experimental
observations of rigging mini-sampling nets behind the lootgear have repeatedly
demonstrated that escapement under the trawl can be species-specific and size-dependent,
dcpending on the bottom trawl us{.'(! in their studies (Korotkov, 1970; Engas and GOOo,
1989; DeAlteris et aI., 1992; Walsh. 1992; Weinberg and Munro, 1999; lngolfsson and
Jorgensen, 2(06). Though fish length had a no influence on selectivity in the current
study, end behaviour was observed to have a significant effect on the fina l fate of
yellowtail in the trawl mout h. Individual yellowtail that swam close to the seab{.'(1 always
escaped. Ryer (2008) discussed the significancc of this anti-predator stmtegy and
indicated that because of flatfish morphology and their tcndcncy to spend a lot of time
lying on the substrate, they can casily see predators coming from above or on the same
plane. Therefore when flatfish stay swimming close to the seab{.'(\ they are always keeping
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the threat (footgear) in view. Choosing to rise vertically moves the individual tlaltish out
of the immediate threat of the footgcar while loosing sight of the footgear (pn:dator)
below (zone of inlluence; Ryer et al., 2010). Unfortunately, this anti-predatory strategy
resulted in 100% of yellowtail heing caught. On the other hand, yellowtail that swam
across the trawl path had an almost 50:50 chance of actively escaping underneath the
footgear or being caught. Beamish (1966) speculated that individuals lacing the wings
have a greater possibility of escaping. Only 2% of yellowtail collided with the trawl gear
before escaping. However, should these escapes result in death, I spL'Cu late that a 2%
(unaccounted) fishing mortality is low. I realise that using only individual s that collided
with the lOotgear prior to escapement is a minimal estimate of fishing mortality and does
not account for individuals that werc hit by the footgear aller escaping or ovenun by the
trawl in the capture zone (zone 3). Even with a minimal estimate of2% (unaccounted)
fishing mortality, J believe that with the high biomass and low quotas of the Grand Bank
yellowtail stock, this mortality should not affect the sustainability orthe tishery.

Walsh and Godl) (2003) arguL-d that any modelling of trawl induced lish behaviour has to
consider lenb1h and end density as possible dri vers of the capture process. Both ofthL'Se
variables were included in the analyses, however, neither were lound to atfect the fate of
an individual's selectivity. I argue that behavioural selectivity at the fOotgear dominates
the capture process. This study has shown that it is the flatfish's end behavioural response
that decides the fate oflhe individual onee they arrive at the mouth of the trawl.

Observing spL'Cies-spL'Cific behaviour in underwater environments presents some unique
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tcchnological challcnges. Thc ability of traditional optical camcra systcms to dctect
individual fish in relation to trawl components (such as footgear, netting panels, floats,
and doors) depends largcly on their contrast with thc background and arc therefore
dcpendent on the propcrtics of thc water, including the direction and intcnsity of the
illumination and/or ambient light. Given that flatfish are often cryptically concealed
against their habitat (i.c., background). many ill sifll behaviouml studies have failed to
detect thc subtlc differences in morphology necessary for discrimination bctween similar
spceics of flatfish (Hcmmings, [973; Main and Sangster. [981; Bublitz. [996; Krag et aL,
2(09). The high definition (HD) self-contained camera system developed for this H!search
penni tied the identification of yellowtail with a high degree of certainty (72%). However,
the absence of concentrations of American plaice in the study area due to areal byeatch
restrictions, limited the initial objective of studying the tmwl-induced behaviours of both
flatfish species.

The usc of the footgear reference lcngth limited somcwhat my ability to aceuratcly
measure the lcngth of individuals and resulted in categorizing length into two broad
categories, i.e .. small and large. Cons(:quently in those analyscs whcre length was
modelled as a covariate the observation sample sizc was reduced by 24% with the
elimination of thc unidentified length group. Albert et al. (200J) concluded that their
inability to detect length dcpendent behaviour was due to lack of precision in estimating
the reference length. Since many observations werc lost duc to the lack of prccision in
estimating the reference length in this study, I draw a similar conclusion. To ovcrcome
this [imitation, fu ture studies could experiment with steIX.'ophotography (Pctrell et al"
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1997; Harvey et aI., 2002) or laser (Yanase et aI., 2(09) technologies to more accurately
mcasurelength.

Sample size can affect the probahility of detecting statistically significant results and their
intcrpretations (Type II error). For residence time, the use of 150 individuals showed no
predictor variable being significant. However, when all assumptions were removed (i.e.,
through randomization), the model showed that only stan trawl mouth behaviour was
imponant in explaining variation in residence time. Fish length, gait, and substrate type
werc not significant in the model nor in the randomization. MLRs use the maximum
likelihood method to estimate paramcters (Agresti, 2007), and require a large sample size
lor perlorming model diagnostics, unlike some statistical models such as logistic
regression. Although the full MLR model results gave a poor fit to the data (p = 0.81),
with a sample sizc of 150 individuals thc MLR software issued no warnings indicating
fault with the analysis and I conclude that the results suppon the theory of orientation of
yellowtail described above. A larger sample size for the GzLM, the selectivity analysis,
may also have resulted in a length-dependent density-dependent selection. Nevertheless I
am contident that the choice of statistical models was appropriate.

Behavioural studies investigating the interaction between fish and bottom trawls have
increased in numbers over the past couple of decades in response to the need 10 develop
technical devices to mitigate bycatch in commercial fisheries, and to understand the effect
of lish behaviour on catchability in scientilic resource surveys. This study provides
valuable insight into the behaviour ol"yellowtail at the mouth of a bottom trawl , a species
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that has never before been identified with eenainty from vidco footage, This is the first
stage in developing the scientific approach for estimating and understanding the
behavioural differences between yellowtail and plaice with the goal to exploit these
differences in designing a species specific trawl to minimize plaice bycatch.
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Table 3.1 Location, depth, detail of catch and number of observations of yellowtail made at each tow with video footage.
Tow Latitude

4527.78
4526.27
4525.79
4523.58
4527.26

Longitude Depth
(m)

Catch Size
(Kg)

5152.28
5213.15
5152.27
5110.49
5117.00

2875
1725
2944
2530
2392

82.3
73.2
80.5
69.5
69.5

Percentage (%) ofllatfish in catch
yellowtail American witch
flounder
flounder plaict::
14
86
92
8
84
15
92
8
10
90
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Observations
(# of yellowtail)
44
38
27
46
35

Table 3.2 Description of coding for each of the eight variables used in the post-collection footage analysis.
Code Species
Yellowtail
flounder

Lenglh
Small <3Ocm

Substrate Type

Gait·
Trawl Mouth Behaviourt
(Coded twice, Stan and End)
Shells - sand with Cominuous Swim Across - swimming
J0-2(}"/oshelis
Kicking
across Ihe path oflhe Iruwl

Unidemified Unidentified Sand - more
Ihan 95% sand

Large>3Ocm

Sand Dollars
- sand with 102(}"/osand dollars

Cruise
and Kick

Trawl Interaction

Orientation

Acth'clyEscapeescape usmg gcar

facing
the vessel

Overtaken and Escape
. Ol'(!rlukcn by geur

45° starboard
side of vessel

OvenakenandCaught
-ol'erlukenbytruwl
whilefacingthel'esse!

facing
slarboard

Swim below footgearswimming between the height
ofthefoO/gearand the seabed

ACli\'elyCaughlswiminlOlru",1

45° starboard
side of trawl

Swim above foot gearswimming abol'e the height
oflhefoO/geur

Collide and Caughtcollide with Ihegeur
andemcrthetruwl

facing the
trawl

Vertical Rise· ""'imming
facing up, perpendicular to Ihe
seubed,,'hile mOl'ing upwards

Collide and Escapecollidcwilhlhe
geurundescupe

45° port side
of trawl

Horizontal Rise· ~''''imming
facing Ihe vessel. [fflrallel to Ihe
seabed while mOl'ing uplrards

Cominuous Swim near Seabed • ~'wimming
Cruising
close to Ihe seabedfacing Ihe
..esse! or zigzagging

facingpon
45° port side
ofvessd
• Gait employed by the fish (Webb, 1994; Peake and Farrell, 2004; Wingeret aI., 20(4),
t

Trawl mouth behaviours based on the descriptions in Albert el at (2003).
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Table 3.4 Summary of statistical models for thn:c of the hypotheses. a) Model I using MLR: Start Behaviour - Length + Start
Density + Substrate Type, b) Modcl 2 using GLM; Residence Time - Length + Start Density + Substrate Type + Gait + Start
Behaviour, c) Rand.2 is a randomization of Model 1 replicated 5000 times, d) Model 3 using GzLM: Fate of an individual Lcngth + End Density + Substrate Type + Gait + End Behaviour, e) Rand.3 is a randomization of Model 3 replicated 5000 times,
All models and randomizations are with a reduced sample size of 150 observations (excluding the unidentified length category).
An observations arc individual, unique flatfish.
b)~

a1Modeli
Factor
Model
Lenb>1h
Start Density
End Density
Substrate Type
Gait
Start Behaviour
End Behaviour

X" (df. N)

7.64 (12.N _ lSO)
3.19 0 . N- I50 )
).89(3.N _ lSO)
0.86

(6.

N- ISO)

Pr(>x)
0.81
0.36
0.27
0.99

F «If. "",dt) Pr(>F)
1.66(9.140) 0.100
0.01
0.914
0.356
1.24 (2. 140) 0.292
1.28 (1.101()) 0.281
1.38 (3. 1-10) 0.250
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c) Rand.2
Pr (>F)

d) Model 3
Y(df.N)

Pr{>x)

e) Rand.3
Pr(>x)

1.000
0.611

3.66 (I.N _ lSO)

0.056

0.067

2.56 (I.N _ lSO)
3.84 (l.N - I5()1
8.31 (l.N - ISO)

0.109
0.146
0.016

0.118
0.152
0.023

115.5°0.N_ISO)

<0.001

<0.001

0.126
0.317
0.046

Table 3.5 Summary of residence time for yellowtail flounder and per sub-category. N is the sample size; mean

n:~idenee

standard error (S£), 95% confidence intervals (CI) and range are in seconds (s). The mean density at the start of the
95% Confidence
Category
Species
Length
Substrate

Typ'
Gait

Start
Behaviour

Start
Density

Intcrval~

(CI) and range arc number of flatfish.

yellowtail flounder
large
Small
10-20% shells
Sand
10-20% dollars
continuous kick
Continuous cruise
Kiek and cruisc
Swim across
Horizontal rise
Swim near seabed
Vertical rise

N
150
94
56

09

Mean (SE)
3.9(0.30)
4.0 (0.44)
3.7 (0.32)
3.6(0.31)
3.4(0.26)
4.7 (0.85)
3. 1 (0.29)
3.2 (0.52)
4.6(0.51)
3.8 (0.29)
3.6(0.56)
4.6(0.76)
1. 1 (0.09)

95%Cl
0.59
0.87
0.64
0.61
0.52
1.72
0.57
1.45
\.02
0.58
1.45
1.53
0.21

Range
0.8 31.9
0.8 - 31.9
1.2 - 13 .7
0.8 - 13.7
0.9 - 7.4
1.2 - 31.9
0.8 - 13 .7
2.0 - 4.5
0.8 - 3\.9
1.2 - 22.9
\.6 - 4.9
0.9-31.9
0.8 - \.6

150

13 .0(0.48)

0.95

2.0 - 30.0

58
46
46
68
5
77

88
47

54

time,

ob~crvation,

Table 3.6 Summary of the fate of an individual for yellowtail flounder and per category. N is the sample size; Escaped, Caught
and the main traw l interaction (TI) in parenthesis are in percentage. Trawl interactions are A - actively escape/caught, 0 - over
taken by the trawl or C - collided with the gear. The overall, escaped and caught end densities are calculated. The mean density
at the end of the observation, 95% Confidence Intervals (CI) and range are number of flatfish.
Category
Species
Length
Substrate
Typ'
Gait

End
Behaviour

End
Density

yellowtail flounder
large
Small
10-20% shells
Sand
10-20% dollars
continuous kick
Continuous cruise
Kick and cruise
Swim across
Horizontal rise
Swim near seabed
Vertical rise

Mean (SE)
95%CI
Range

N
150
9'
56
58
46
46
68
5
77
63
34
20
33

Escaped (TI)

Caught (TI)

J7(C 2)
J5
39
40
41
28
38

60
3'
54 {A 49)
3
100(055)
0

46 (A 43)
97 (0 47, A 50)
0
100 (A 79)

15.4(1.00)
2.00
4 - 41

14.5 (0.59)
1.1
2 - 30
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Chapter 4. Summary
The object of this study was to develop a camera system capable of identifying flatfish
species and to use the system to observe the behaviour of yellowtail flounder (Limallda
j crrugillca; here after named yellowtail) in the mouth of a commercial demersal trawl.

The development of a high definition (HO) self-contained underwater camera system
(chapter 2) illustrated that in a labomtory setting, 1-10 camem systems have a signiticant
improvement over traditional standard definition camera systems and can identify the
finer details needed to differentiate between mOll'hologically similar spl-cies (i.e. flatfish).
Labomtory experiments also found that updating the recording device could also improve
the image quality but not to the same level as 1-10. Field trials further supported the results
observed in the labomtory, allowing yellowtail to be identilied with high certainty via
video 100tage tTom the 1-10 camera system. Also, the HO camera when attached to a
demersal trawl pcrtonned well in low light environments without the need of artificial
lights. It is hopl'<i that the findings of chapter 2 will help guide other researchers
considering the upgrade of their camera systems as to whether 1-10 is worth the upgrade
or whether just upgrading the recording device is sullicient.

In chapter 3, the behaviour of yellowtail in the mouth of the trawl was observed.
quantified ami a series of novel statistical tests were applied to evaluate hypotheses
related to a) orientation on or in the substrate, b) trawl mouth behaviour, e) residence
time, and d) footgear sek-ctivity. The results suggested that the orientation of individuals
on or in the substrate was evidence of previous herding and influenced the initial
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behaviour response of yellowtail to the footgcar (and as a result flatfish). Unlike
roundlish, which arc morphologically built to move quickly in thc latcral planc, flatfish
arc unablc to change swimmi ng dirt.."dion in thc latcral plane quickly. This limits their
choice of swimming bchaviours aftcr rising out of thc scafloor to cither a) the direction
they are orientated or b) to rise vertically and to be overtaken by the trawl. Once the
individual was displaying its initial swimming behaviour, individuals would most likely
reassess the situation and change its trawl mouth behaviour was observt:d (cxcept for
individuals that rose vertically). Multiple factors influenced the fate of the individual
(whcthcr the individual was caught or escaped), ineluding its choice of end behaviour. In
Chapter 3, I also stresst..-d the importance of behaviour-dependent selt:ctivity, together
with other common variables such as lcngth and density.

Underwater cameras arc a demonstrated method for ill silll observations offish behaviour,
nevertheless, using cameras in the field can have some hurdles. I had hopcd to collect
footage trom four trips out on the Grand Bank, each trip ranging from 16 - 21 days,
howevt:r. two of the trips resullL-d in no viable footage due to firstly, unexpL'Ctl.-d weatht:r
and secondly, camera problems. Firstly, a hurricane eamc through bcfore one or the trips
that a) stirrcd up the sediment and b) increascd the seafloor tempcratun:s of up to 10
dcgret:s (personal observations). Thc dccreast..-d visibility mcant that lcss natural light was
reaching the camera system and the footage was too dark to usc. I did not want to usc
artificial white lights as it is unclear as to if white lights allcct fish behaviour. Infrared
and rcd lights were USt:u instead but with limitt:d success at that time. Secondly, on
separate trips, the camera system hit the vessel ramp and deck during haul-back, resulting
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in damage to critical circuitry that prevented the use of the camera system for significant
time periods of the cruise. Both the weather and camera issues resulted in viable footage
for chapter 2 and 3 being eollttlCd on two of the lour trips.

Originally, the objective of this study was to identify behavioural differences between
two tlatfish species in the hopes of modifying the gear to become more species seltttive.
It was anticipated that American plaice (Hippoglossoides platessoides; here aller named

plaice) would be visible in the footage and that differences between yellowtail and plaice
could be quantified. Unfortunately, plaice were unable to be identilied with high certai nty
in the available footage. It is speculated. that the low number of plaice in the catch (8 - 15
% of catch weight) decreased the probability of a) identifying individuals with certainty

and b) observing them rise oIl" the substrate in the field of view. Plaice are a larger fish
and therefore the percentage of catch weight would rt.-sult in a lower percentage of catch
numbers. For these reasons, plaice were unable to be identified via underwater footage in
this study. However, I believe that plaice would be identified with high certainty in <lTe<lS
with greater concentrations of plaice,

Although, plaice were unable to be quanti tied. this study will represent the first published
statistical analysis of trawl induced fish behaviour and has benefited the industry. The
quantified data eolk-el<:'d in the study has lead to gear testing to reduce the escapement
rate for yellowtail flounder. It is also the first stage in developing a scientific approach lor
estimating and understanding the behavioural differences between yellowtail flounder and
American plaice with the goal to exploit these differences in designing a species specific
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trawl to minimize plaice bycatch and smaller, less valuable yellowtail.
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